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Dear (***first name***):
On a beautiful summer evening, two young women
graduated from the same high school thirty years ago.
They were very much alike, these two young women.
Recently, these women returned to their school for
their 30th reunion.
They were still very much alike. Both were happily
married. Both had three children. But there was a BIG
difference in their HEALTH, and it was the OPPOSITE of
what you would think.
One woman was healthy, slim, energetic and looked
younger than her age.
But sadly, the other woman was sickly, overweight,
fatigued and looked older than her age.
The woman who was sick, tired and overweight did
everything "right" like take supplements, eat healthy and
exercise, Yet she was sick, constantly fatigued and in pain!
On the other hand, the woman who was healthy,
energetic, youthful and slim did NONE of these "correct"
things, yet she was the picture of health.
What Made The Difference
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(*** first name ***), have you ever wondered, as I have, what make this kind of
difference in people's health? It isn't always good genes, or diet, or exercise. It isn't that
one person wants good health and the other doesn't.
The difference was … the healthy woman knew a hidden health secret ... and the
sick woman did not.
The difference lies in a health secret the remote Ho Wa Kin people in Asia know
and use. (Sadly, in America, not 1 in 1,000 people know it yet.)
The now-healthy woman's name is Lynn. She told me her story, which I repeat to

you word for word as best as I can remember:
"I'm in great health now thanks to this secret, but not long ago I suffered from
terrible pain, memory loss, headaches, constipation, heart problems, fatigue, anxiety, high
cholesterol, high blood pressure, and was 40 pounds overweight.
"My health problems started when I hit age 40. I was doing everything right like
taking supplements, eating healthy and exercising, yet I was a sick as a dog with
arthritis, fatigue, constant headaches, anxiety and more.
"I was like a hamster on a wheel. I took drug after drug, saw doctor after doctor.
Every time I seemed to get better, I fell right back into pain and suffering. I was very
depressed.
"I was at wit's end. I needed help, and I needed it now. I had no time to waste.

"I was about to give up until my chance encounter
with a lady named Shoma in a nail salon ... "
"One evening I was getting my nails done at the local salon.
"My nail tech's name was Shoma. I must have let on about how terrible my
health was. Shoma then replied, 'if you knew the secret I was taught back in the old
country, you would not have any health problems.'
"Shoma told me she used to suffer from many health problems just like me, but
not anymore.
"She said the secret was NOT anything I would ever read or hear in America,
even from natural health experts.
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"She said if I really wanted to get better, and if I had an open mind, she would tell
me the secret to good health.
(***Sample***), then she continued:
"I was skeptical. But there was something different about this woman I
cannot even explain to you. Since I had nothing to lose, I agreed.
"Shoma said, 'Meet me in the Starbucks next door every day at 9:30 am next week
for a half hour and I will teach you how.'
"From that day forward, my life would never be the same again ...

Shoma began my transformation from illness to
health at a coffee shop …
"Shoma started by telling me 'My background is very unique. I lived in many
foreign countries before moving here. My father taught me this health secret on my 16th
birthday. My father, you should know, was the most famous healing man in his town,
and people traveled hundreds of miles to see him.'
“My father used this simple health secret to heal people. I saw these healed
people weep, shout out his name in praise, and shower him with gifts. I heard stories of
tumors disappearing, diabetes that had just vanished in the night, crippling
pain gone instantly, and health problems of all kinds now gone – even after
everything else was tried, and nothing else had worked!”
"Even though my father was a famous healer, I had forgot the secret he taught me,
so my own health began to deteriorate.
“Anyway, like you, I used to go to one doctor after another, take one prescription
drug after another, try one vitamin supplement after another, go to one chiropractor and
alternative health provider after another.”
“You name it – I tried it. But nothing worked."
"I was desperate for a cure. Anyway, I finally remembered the simple secret my
father taught me. After I started using it, all my many health problems were gone entirely
within just weeks.”
"Shoma continued: 'You see, your health has a built-in memory, and right now
it is remembering you to be sick with all of your health problems. But here's the good
news. You can easily re-load your body to remember when you were healthy, and make
you healthy ... just as easy as you load a cd or dvd into the player.'
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"A body programmed for health can ONLY be healthy.
"A body programmed for sickness can ONLY be sick.
"The best healers like my father knew this and used this secret; even when
nobody else could "figure it out".
(***firstname***) you do NOT have to "accept" your health as miserable or out
of your control. And you don't have to give up hope and say "its all in the genes" or "its
just meant to be".
How else can you explain people like my uncle who smoke cigarettes, drink
alcohol, get very little exercise, eat unhealthy ... yet are still enjoying ravenous health into
their 90's?
Shoma continued, "The secret of the Ho Wa Kin people is a simple re-loading
technique. It's easy, like you would take out a cassette tape or DVD and re-load it into
the machine to play it. Push-button ease. Like flipping on a switch.
"When you apply my secret, you will have a new life, a much happier existence
where you feel healthy as you want to, energetic as you desire, and excited as you wish.
"You can kiss your health problems goodbye now, as easy as you would say
goodbye to store clerk after you have checked out.
"Your cells will strengthen (this is clinically-proven by modern ultrasound), your
muscles will firm up, your organs will become more youthful,
"Your fatigue will vanish like water runs down a waterfall.

The Amazing Lost Secret Of Great Health,
Young Looks and A Long Pain-Free Life
This letter will prove YOU can now end your health problems and add up to
20 extra healthy years to your life. Yes, this letter will change your life.
You see, millions of people suffer and die ... even though a solution already
exists for their illnesses. The problem is they never hear about it from the conventional
medical establishment or even the "natural health" community.
(***first name ***), more supplements or doctor visits are NOT your answer. If
supplements and doctors were your answer, you would ALREADY BE healthy.
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You have NEVER read or heard ANYTHING LIKE THIS BEFORE -- this
is unique and different.
This secret is either unknown or ignored by 99% of doctors and even natural
health experts.
To make a long story short, I used Shoma's secret ( it so EASY that even a child
can do it) and my health began to improve. Amazingly, I started feeling much better on
just the second day!
The joint pain that tortured me for years was gone. Then my daily headaches
went away. I had an increase in my energy and mood. And within just two weeks, I had
lost 14 pounds!
Today I am completely healthy and 100% free of disease. By using Shoma's
secret for only a few minutes a day, I just kept getting better and better. My chest pain
was gone, and so was my heartburn and digestion problems. My husband even
commented I looked good and “ younger”.
(***firstname***), after I shared The Secret with other people, I soon found out it
heals all these health problems …
* Acid Reflux
* Aging Skin
* Allergies
* Anxiety
* Arthritis
* Asthma
* Binge Eating
* Bloating
* Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS)
* Constipation
* Diabetes
* Diarrhea
* Fatigue
* Gas
* Joint Pain
* Hearing Loss
* Heartburn
* Heart Problems
* High Blood Pressure
* Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)
* Low Mood
* Nighttime eating
* Memory Loss
* Overweight
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* Pain
* Prostate problems
* Skin problems
* Sleep Problems
* Smoking
* Substance Abuse
* Stress
* Tennis Elbow
* Thinning Hair
* Vision Problems
* Worry
* Wrinkles

The most skeptical people are now believers
I have a cousin named Susan. She calls herself the biggest skeptic in the world. She
has suffered with terrible health problems for decades, and nothing has worked to heal her.
The latest news her doctor gave her was heartbreaking. He said she had early-stage
Alzheimer’s disease. He gave her a drug, Aricept, but Susan never took it because she feared
the side effects.
Susan called me and I told her about The Secret I had just learned from Shoma. Of
course she was very skeptical. But when I saw her a week later, she said, “I feel so much
better already.”
On her next doctor visit, memory tests showed a dramatic improvement in Susan 's
memory! Her doctor was so impressed, he said "whatever you are doing, it is working great,
so keep doing it!"

Crying tears of joy. Susan told me, “Modern medicine and alternative health
couldn’t cure me, but The Secret did!”
Do you know someone who is suffering from memory loss or Alzheimer's? This
secret is their solution. Don't let them give up when the solution is here now - even if
their doctor says it's "irreversible" or "hopeless".

Modern Science Proves It Works
People with every health problem benefit from The Secret.
It heals where no hope was thought possible before.
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The Secret is based on provable scientific tests and double-blind placebo
controlled clinical studies published in peer reviewed medical journals! This is the
highest "Gold Standard" of medical tests.
(***firstname***), here are some of the health benefits that people have told me
about from using The Secret:
 Lose all your unwanted weight faster and easier than you can imagine now (this
will amaze you)
 End any addiction (food, snacking, smoking, drugs) easily and virtually
overnight!
 Kill off bad cells that are lurking inside your body now
 Keep your mind and memory sharp as a knife as you age
 Become pain-free. Have your joints feel like new again! Incredible relief for
your aging / aching joints – powerful relief for your knees, fingers, hips, back,
elbows, wrists and fingers
 … failing eyesight restored … declining sexual drive turned around … brittle
bones no more
(***Sample ***), this secret will make you healthy and keep you healthy, young
and full of energy into your 90’s, 100’s and longer. It will springboard you into an
extraordinary new life of great health.
Starting on the first day, you will begin to feel younger and more energetic. Day
by day, you will notice yourself feeling and looking younger and better. Then before you
know it, other people will be giving you compliments.
This has been tested and proven in studies on 26,487 people. This is NOT hype.
Your doctor should be urging you to do this now, but most likely has never even heard
of it because it’s NOT a big drug company prescription he or she can write!
This simple, easy-to-do technique will dramatically improve your health – helping
avoid and alleviate almost every disease of the human body -- from heart disease to
cancer, clogged arteries, IBS, vision problems, high blood pressure, diabetes, high
cholesterol, memory loss, weight gain, Alzheimer’s, low bone density, erectile
dysfunction, stroke risks, allergies, hypertension, pain relief, chronic fatigue,
inflammation, migraines, skin problems, wrinkles, poor sleep, bad digestion,
breathing problems and many more common and serious ailments.
I’ve seen The Secret turn many very sick and "hopeless" people into the bloom of
health. It does this because it gives your body what it needs to get well.

Let The Secret Give You “A Second Youth”!
Don’t Let Your 'Golden Years' Become A Health Nightmare!
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Please don’t let your body rot away from the aging process --- taking away your
youth and vitality day by day. Cellular aging is like bacteria – it never stops and never
sleeps. There is only one way to stop this, on the cellular level, where aging happens.
You will soon have healthy cell replication. This way, your organs renew themselves
with young vibrant new cells for your heart, skin, brain and other body parts.
The Secret keeps your current cells from dying prematurely … so you can feel
your best, longer than you ever dreamed possible! The Secret fights-off aging
everywhere in your body. It works “automatically” … cell by cell … every second of
every day. It produces health-giving NEW CELLS to every organ in your body.
Don't settle for a life where you are no longer able to enjoy life like you want to.
I won't. Don’t settle for tired and sick as you age, because now you don’t have to. This
anti-aging secret “rewrites” all the rules about growing old.
When I'm 90 years old I'm going to look and feel like a much younger person. I
will be able to play tennis and travel to exciting places. I'll be going out dining and
dancing with friends and family. And I'll still be enjoying sex on a regular basis.
I won't settle for “half a life” full of pain and discomfort. I won't succumb to
living in a nursing home. I won't be imprisoned by weak legs and aching joints. And I
won't give up to a life without fun and passion. And neither should you!

(***first name ***), modern science has now confirmed what Shoma told me:
that every one of our cells has an internal re-load mechanism inside it. This technique
will cause your brain to signal every cell in your body to beef up and enhance its internal
renewal process so you become more healthy.
This is so simple, even a child can do it. You will be doing this just days from
now easily. This works to undo decades of damage to your body from bad diet, stress,
lack of exercise, junk food, alcohol, even drugs and smoking.
You will look and feel younger and healthier as your body fights off toxins and
boosts your immune system. Your circulation will improve to feel more alive and alert
than ever. No more constant exhaustion! You will get sick less often. Your friends will
ask, “What in the world are you doing to look so good!” as you are finally able to get past
your most annoying and persistent health problems.
The fact that we can now identify and can actually turn off, and reverse, the aging
process within our bodies, completely naturally without drugs or radical medical
procedures with their unintended consequences and often toxic side effects, but instead
through a simple technique that takes less than 5 minutes, is nothing short of a miracle! It
may prove to be medicines’ most important discovery ever!
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For example, you will discover the hidden secret to ...

Be PAIN FREE With No Drugs Or Surgery
If you suffer from arthritis, joint pain, or fibromyalgia -- or know someone who
does, you’re going to be downright angry with what I’m about to share with you
because...
The Ho Wa Kin people discovered exactly why as we age, our bodies – especially
our joints, become chronically inflamed bringing on crippling arthritis...
Yet, the giant drug companies have suppressed this joint pain breakthrough ...
until we are publishing it now.
The Ho Wa Kin discovered a little-known technique that literally "turns off" pain.
This also delivers a long list of amazing health benefits including:
- Reduce inflammation and swelling of joints
- Kill viruses and bacteria which strengthens the immune system
- Cleansing the blood which improves circulation and speeds healing
- Eat away excess scar tissue which improves mobility and flexibility
Yes, the Ho Ka Win secret will show you how to how to reverse your arthritis in
30 days or less.

Do This Twice Daily to Burn More Belly Fat
There's a way to burn belly fat that has been shown in 15 different research
studies to slim your waist at an accelerated rate.
In fact, one breakthrough study showed that those who performed this bellyburning trick just twice daily burned 400% more fat than those who didn't. Another study
published in the Journal of International Medical Research showed that those using this
powerful flab-burning trick lost 20% of their body fat in just 12 weeks. And get this... the
trick takes less than a minute to perform!
Would you like to burn 4X more fat by using this quick, belly-busting trick just
twice daily? We show you exactly how to do it.

The Secret To A LONG AND HEALTHY
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The Ho Wa Kin people in Asia discovered WHY we age and how this process can
be reversed with the technique they perfected.
It's finally possible to roll back your aging clock, so you can look and feel decades
younger.
Mainstream scientists today think that our maximum lifespan is actually about 120
years, but the key is to live to 120 with optimal health and energy, which is exactly what
this youth-stimulating technique unlocks within you. And that means that age 60 is
merely middle age.
Imagine yourself in your late 80's happily playing sports, in your 90's hiking around
Machu Picchu, getting a second master's degree in music ... and then in your 100's
writing a best-selling novel (something you never thought of doing until you were 98!).

THIS SECRET HEALS EVERY TIME – IT HAS TOO. THERE IS
NOTHING ELSE THAT CAN HAPPEN. It is built into your very DNA, your cells,
your truth, just as surely as water runs downhill and a rock drops when it falls to the
ground.
Shoma proved to me the human body has the natural ability to heal itself by
simply ‘re-loading’ its amazing inborn healing power.
Incredibly, the aging process built into us by evolution can actually be turned on or
off through a simple technique that prompts our brain to signal every cell within our
bodies to re-load their internal repair mechanisms.
What about prescription drugs? Shoma told me the many good reasons to be
cautious. She thought that modern medicine was just a temporary fix, but usually was
much worse and could be extremely dangerous.
The Ho Wa Kin Health Secret breakthrough is completely counterintuitive to what modern medicine wants you to believe:
Radical anti-aging does not require powerful drugs or medical procedures, with
their always dangerous and toxic side effects
(***firstname***) this amazing youth-stimulating technique will let you decide
how well and how long you'll live.
Imagine…




No more pain.
Avoiding all of the chronic diseases normally associated with
aging
Living in a perfect youthful body all of your long life.
Looking much younger than your actual age
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Never being overweight.
Never catching a cold
No gray hair.

Imagine never worrying about heart attacks, strokes or cancer. Imagine never
getting sick again. No more colds, flu or headaches.
As we age, our immunity levels decrease. This causes weakened resistance to
disease, bone lose, muscle de-toning, wrinkled skin and many of the other unpleasant
symptoms of aging. But, this simple technique that takes less than 5 minutes actually
stimulates your brain and your body to increase the production of a variety of lifeenhancing, youth-rejuvenating hormones, including human growth hormone – a natural
and powerful age-reversing hormone.
This simple technique stimulates your immune system. People who employed this
technique daily for one month recorded significantly increased levels of infection fighting
white blood cells and T-cells.
(***firstname***), employed daily, this will increase your vascularization -creating tiny new vein-like pathways that did not previously exist to allow your blood to
deliver increased oxygen to every cell, including all the cells within your heart muscle.
This simple technique also helps avoid, and wash out, plaque buildup. In fact, employing
this simple technique can cut your risk of a heart attack in half and more than halve your
risk of death from any form of cardiovascular disease.
But, no matter what you suffer from, you can use this amazing youth-stimulating
technique to help avoid and alleviate almost any disease or ailment of the human body -from heart disease and cancer to autoimmune diseases such as MS, Lupus, AIDS; from
arthritis inflammation and pain, to high cholesterol, diabetes, high blood pressure,
headaches and migraines, stomach and digestion problems, weight gain and obesity, back
problems, preventing and smoothing out wrinkles and skin conditions, alleviating
allergies and asthma, boosting your energy level, helping vision and eye problems,
preventing memory loss, low bone density, IBS, erectile dysfunction, stroke risks, pain,
chronic fatigue, poor sleep, breathing problems, colds, menstrual cramps, infertility,
fibromyalgia, helping fight off infections, eliminate anxiety, overcome depression as well
as other ailments.
In addition, this simple, powerful technique will help to cleanse your liver, kidneys
and blood of toxins; wash away excess stomach acid, promote the recovery from ulcers
and other stomach discomforts; promote the repair of damaged joints, firm up and help
rejuvenating your tissues, muscles, and skin.
This simple yet powerful technique has even been shown to improve perceptual and
cognitive abilities, concentration, memory and intelligence, spark creativity. And it can
improve sexual stimulation, enhance athletic ability and help overcome addictions. It
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also helps to restore and rejuvenate damaged or worn out cells, strengthening muscle
tone, enhancing collagen in your tissues and skin, rejuvenating their elasticity -- repairing
or removing damaged cells, creating new, healthy, strong cells.
Clinical studies show a definite decrease in disease and illness and a definite
increase in longevity. Those practicing this simple technique consistently showed a
marked improvement in health and a measurably lower death rate than even those groups
that received medications designed to activate their endocrine systems and enhance their
health and longevity.
(***firstname***) you must realize people have used The Secret end all kinds of
health problems: There is a case of one man who used this to help regenerate a knee
bone that had previously degenerated due to bone cancer. One patient suffered from
eczema on her hands for 23 years, yet used The Secret to end it completely. People have
been able to improve their scoliosis, a crooked spine. Others have successfully relieved
the terrible pain from kidney stones and gallstones.
And this technique has been used very successfully for weight loss. That is because
this simple technique will increase the number of mitochondria inside each of your cells
by up to 48%. Mitochondria use oxygen to burn fat and provide your cells with energy.
The result is that you will have much more energy throughout the day, and you will burn
as much as 48% more fat inside every cell! It not only helps you lose fat, but keeps it off
once you do lose it.
Whatever your goal, whether it be prevention, ending a bothersome ailment,
enhancing your performance, this simple technique allows you to take charge of your
own health and aging process.
(***firstname lastname***), I must warn you: without The Secret, you
will leave yourself vulnerable to a host of diseases and ailments as you will
continually get weaker and weaker with age, less and less disease resistant.
Everyone knows the symptoms of a continually age-deteriorating body: feeling
fatigued, being unable to go out at night because you’re too tired, becoming completely
winded after only a couple minutes of physical activity. Even simple activities will begin
to tire you out. Eventually, just sitting all day will cause you to become tired and
fatigued. … this is what your body will do unless you change it with this simple, easy-todo technique.
The breakdown and chronic ailments that occur with age can be prevented, even
reversed, without dangerous drugs and their toxic side effects. This simple technique
increases the strength and the efficiency of all the essential systems within your body,
forming a barrier against major diseases that otherwise are almost guaranteed to beset one
with increasing age. These simple technique used daily will help ward off a tremendous
amount of age-related disease and chronic ailments.
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And realize that all of the amazing benefits of this special technique have actually
been proven repeatedly in scientific, clinical studies we will send you.
I feel very sad for people who ARE doing the so-called “right things”
for their health like eating healthy and getting enough exercise, even taking nutritional
supplements, but are still suffering. You see, THAT IS NOT ENOUGH! You also need
Shoma's secret of the Ho Wa Kin people of Asia!
The Secret is the most effective healing, anti-aging, life-extending secret you will
find anywhere … at any price!
(*** firstname ***), when you use The Secret you will …










Increase your energy level
End your aches and pains
Lower your body fat
Improve the flexibility of your joints
Gain healthy bone density
Boost your immune system
Strengthen your muscles
Increase your sex drive
Think and remember much better

After I used The Secret to be healed, and saw everyone I shared it with get healed,
I put Shoma's complete teaching into a 5-Lesson written course named "THE HO WA
KIN HEALTH SECRET".
I am going to send The Secret to you 100% risk-free, so you have nothing to lose
in responding, reading and testing The Secret for yourself to see how it ends your health
problems fast with no drugs or surgery. I must say it is so exciting, so easy, so powerful,
it will shock and amaze you with delight.
I have produced a small, limited number of copies of "THE HO WA KIN
HEALTH SECRET". I am holding a personally reserved copy in your name for the next
few days. I have kept the cost down very low so there will be no hesitation for you to get
this. My manufacturer thinks I’m crazy to offer this at such a low price, because he says
people will gladly pay $500.00 to $1,000.00 or even much more for this, but I want to
help you so much I have greatly reduced the price for you (***firstname
lastname***).
Today, for the first time ever, I am going to make this never before published
secret available to a small number of people and this special list INCLUDES YOU.
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This 5-Lesson course has been RESERVED EXCLUSIVELY IN YOUR NAME.
If you do not claim it today, I must warn you will probably NEVER get this opportunity
again because the quantity is limited.

I GUARANTEE your great health. You don’t risk a cent.
But you must reply by (*** expiration date ***)
I GUARANTEE you will start feeling better in just days! Even though it works
for everyone, you may wonder “Will it work for me?” Yes it will. And I’ll even
guarantee it. This means if it doesn’t work, it won’t cost you a penny.
(***firstname***), could anything be more fair?
You have NOTHING to lose – and EVERYTHING to gain. If you are not
thrilled with the 5-Lesson course for any reason (or even no reason at all), simply return
it anytime within 1 full year for a full and immediate refund of every penny you paid with
no delay or questions asked.
This secret will give you A FRESH NEW START even if you’ve abused your
health in the past. This is your chance to get this powerful anti-aging secret you will
never hear about it in the mainstream media or from the medical establishment.
(***Sample***), you must respond now or you will lose out. You owe it to
yourself. You owe it to your family. You owe it to your friends. Don’t wait another
minute. Let me send you of "THE HO WA KIN HEALTH SECRET" I’ve personally
reserved for you before the time limit is up. (If you fail to respond in time, I will have to
send your copy to someone else.)
It doesn’t matter how many things have not worked for you in the past, how long
you’ve been sick for, how old you are, how bad your health problems are, or even if you
have a family history of health problems – none of this matters anymore! And remember,
this is entirely different than anything else you have ever seen or tried before.

You must do this now, or your health will only get worse
and worse
(***firstname ***), you must reply within the next 7 days. After this, you will
have to pay a much higher price if you can even get this 5-Lesson course at all. Return
the enclosed form at once. Please do it right now.
Return the form now by mail or fax, or call anytime to (*** put phone number
here ***).
Very Sincerely Yours,
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Louise Reginald
Louise Reginald
(The Secret ended my health problems when nothing else could, and gave me a second
youth. That's why I am delighted to tell you about it.)
P.S. (***firstname***), don't put off taking this important action now. You have nothing
to lose by simply trying it. You'll always be covered by a 100% money-back guarantee
that lasts for 1 full year. Simply return The Secret and we will immediately refund the
full purchase price. No questions asked. No small print. No catch. Could anything be
more fair? Return the enclosed form by mail fax within the next 7 days or call this
number anytime: (*** put phone number here ***)
P.P.S. If you are NOT sick and suffering now, that’s great. The best way to stay healthy
and enjoy a long life is to get this amazing secret now before it’s too late.
You must reply before the strict deadline date of (***expiration date***). And thank you
again for reading my personal letter to you (***firstname ***).
( Note: The company was established in May 1990 and has a Better Business Bureau
rating of A+. This may be your sole and final notice. You may never get another
opportunity. It is NOT sold in any stores or online, so reply now.)
“THE HO WA KIN HEALTH SECRET” makes a perfect gift for someone you care
about. You must mail the attached form, fax or call (*** phone number here ***) before
(*** deadline date here ***).
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Mail or fax this form, or call now (**** put phone number
here ***)

“THE HO WA KIN HEALTH SECRET”
Risk-Free Trial Certificate For One Full Year
Check the box below:
( ) Yes I want better health. I want to end my health problems even if nothing else has
worked. I want to enjoy a Second Youth full of energy and great health. I want to add up
to 20 extra healthy years to my life. I want to re-discover the joy of living. I want The
Secret that Shoma taught, which is proven-to-work with NO drugs, supplements, surgery,
doctor visits or side effects.
I understand The Secret is 100% guaranteed to work for me. I don’t risk a dime. If I am
not fully satisfied any reason, I can return it anytime within 1 full year and I will receive
a full and immediate refund of every penny I paid with no delay or questions asked.

50% OFF Before (*** put deadline date here ***)
I (*** firstname lastname ***),

want to receive my personally reserved copy of this

exciting 5-Lesson course titled “THE HO WA KIN HEALTH SECRET” by Shoma. It gives the
entire secret and all related information. So simple a child can do, this secret take less than
5 minutes a day and it activates the internal re-load mechanism inside every cell of my body,
thereby helping avoid and end illnesses and health problems. This secret is the most
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powerful, youth-stimulating breakthrough – and proven to work in clinical studies on 26,487
people.

Please rush to me my 5-Lesson course at once. Because I am placing my order in the mail (or by phone or
fax) by (*** put deadline date here ***), I can acquire this 5-Lesson course for HALF its normal price of
$295.00. The total cost to me, including shipping, is only $147.50. (This is much less than the $1,000.00+
you’d expect to pay and It breaks down to only 41 cents a day over a years time.) I will also receive future
updates and health alerts – for FREE.

[ ] Enclosed is $147.50 (Make check or money order payable to
Breakthrough Publishing)
[ ] Or charge my credit card:
[ ] MasterCard [ ] Visa [ ] American Express [ ] Diners Club
Credit Card #__________________________________
Expires___________
Signature:
______________________________________________________
Your name and address are printed below. Please make any changes if
necessary. Mail this form to:
Breakthrough Publishing
P.O. Box 778118, Henderson, Nevada 89077-8118
Fax: 702 795-8393 Phone: 702 891-0302
Copyright ©2015
( Note: The publisher was established in May 1990 and has a Better Business Bureau
rating of A+. This may be your sole and final notice. You may never get another
opportunity. It is NOT sold in any stores or online, so reply now.)
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